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Double Role of Punarphoo Dosha   

It happened very recently when I was surfing through the internet and was searching different 
Astrological sites I came across to know the details of two persons posted in the internet. One 
of the people was Mr. Damodar Goyal of Jaipur, Rajasthan, he had given his birth details and 
had written that Saturn and Moon both are conjointly posited in his 4th house and instead of 
“PUNARPHOO DOSHA” why did his marriage took place at an early age of 20 years? 
 
The other person who had not mentioned his name but had referred his name in short as 
D.G.P. a male native from Chandigarh who had also posted his birth details had informed that 
his love relations have failed three times consecutively. His matrimonial alliance has broken 
after negotiations from matrimonial column of Newspaper and another time his negotiations 
for marriage broke which was referred from the newspaper advertisement. He is around 35 
years of age and till date he is not married as yet and why is it happening so? 
 
He does not know that he is having a strong Punarphoo Dosha. I have created his birth chart 
and found the fact that it had the PUNARPHOO DOSHA. 
 
Therefore I found this as a very interesting fact of study for analysis that both of them are 
having PUNARPHOO DOSHA but why one had an early marriage and in case of another it 
has been a fact that his marriage has not been finalised till date. 
 
“Punarphoo Dosha” means: 
 
Punarphoo Dosha is a concept under the KP system of Astrology. Our revered Gurji Late 
Prof. K. S. Krishnamurti dealt Punarphoo mainly considered from marriage perspective and 
talked about Punarphoo in fourth reader, page no. 74 (Marriage, Married Life & Children). 
Whenever moon has got any connection with Saturn, there will be delays and difficulties, not 
only during negotiations but also at the time of fixation of marriage (engagement will get 
cancelled at the last moment) and even at the time of celebration of the marriage (cancellation 
of marriage for no reason) or short marital life.  
 
Delay, dejection, disappointments, denial, etc. are caused by Saturn and if Saturn and Moon 
connection exists in the birth chart these effects will be more prominent and would certainly 
cause anxiety. This is a unique combination that affects psyche and domestic peace of native. 
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Moon is the significator of mind and reveals the desires or emotions of human mind and 
Saturn is a planet of sorrow gives loneliness, delay and dejection. This connection impact on 
the mind of the native causes sorrow and pessimism. 
 
I have seen many charts where there is influence of Saturn on Moon either by aspect or 
exchange of houses the native remains a bachelor for long period resulting in late marriage or 
no marriage or early marriage with an elderly person with unsatisfied marriage life, at least 
one break of relationship mostly found with the birth charts having this combination. I have 
found that not only in marriage, but in each and every aspect of human life gets affected 
by this combination. 
 
If Saturn is deposited in the constellation of Moon and sub of Saturn, or if Moon is deposited 
in Saturn’s star and Moon sub, or if Moon is in the 3rd sign or in the 10th sign from Saturn to 
Saturn’s 3rd and 10th aspect over Moon, or if Saturn is deposited in the houses 1, 3, 5, 7 or 
10 or If Saturn occupies the 5th house wherefrom it will aspect 7th, 11th and 2nd houses by 
its third, seventh and tenth aspects respectively then such difficulties would arise. 
 
Whenever Saturn happens to be a significator of a particular matter (not necessarily of 
marriage alone but even for education, employment etc), it will not only deny but will also 
cause delay. If Saturn is connected with the houses 2, 7 and 11 occupying the house or 
owning it or situated in the star of the planet posited in any of these houses it will cause delay 
at every time in fixation of marriage etc. but it will not deny marital happiness. But if Saturn 
has no connection with houses 2,7 and 11 but only throws its aspect, this portends denial and 
even disappointment.  
 
According to K.P. whenever Saturn occupies the houses 1, 3, 5, 7 or 10 without significations 
to 2, 7 & 11, it will delay and also deny ones marriage. So while judging a horoscope, 
delaying tendency of Saturn should be judge not only with reference to the position of Saturn 
in the houses 1, 3, 5, 7 or 10 from the lagna or Moon but also to the aspect of Saturn to 
respective cusps 2, 7 and 11 where this dosha is present and also conjunction of Moon & 
Saturn in the same house. So if Saturn from favourable aspects to the cusps 2, 7 and 11 
delaying tendency of Saturn is indicated. But if Saturn forms evil aspects to the cusps 2, 7 
and 11, delaying tendency of Saturn will become weak. The aspects between Moon and 
Saturn are to be reckoned according to Western Aspect.  
 
The Cancellation of "PUNARPHOO DOSHA"  

Cancellation of Punarphoo had been discussed by the late Pt. K.R. Kar, issued in the 1996 
Annual: KP & Astrology, (pages 69-72). Cancellation takes place briefly when: 

1. Saturn or Moon are found in association with Sun, in one sign. (It could be divided into 
two Bhavas). 
2. Sun is in the star of either of them. 
3. Sun is in a star, lord of which is near either Moon or Saturn. 
4. When there is any planet closer to the Moon or Saturn, if the third planet is in the star of 
the Sun. 
5. And lastly if Saturn or Moon is in the sub-sub of the Sun. 

"It is hoped that the above "Cancellation of Punarphoo" theory will help readers to do more 
research on this interesting subject - which is full of pitfalls for the average follower of KP." 
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Here are two examples, one had an early marriage and in case of another the marriage of the 
native had not been finalised till date. Let’s see how do we analyse both the charts as per K.P. 
rules.  

1) This is the Horoscope of a male native. The birth chart of the native shows delayed 
marriage and the birth details are given below: 

Name   : Mr. DGP 

Date of Birth  : 12.10.1981 

Time of Birth  : 14:30 Hrs. (IST) 

Place of Birth  : Chandigarh (Lat/ Long: 30N42, 76E48) 

Now let us see the chart no. 1. Native of this chart still remains unmarried, why? Saturn, lord 
of 2 (Kutumba sthana) is in Moon star and in the sub of Ketu. Ketu also deposited in Saturn 
sign, thus represents Saturn. Again Moon is in the star of Saturn and sub of Venus. Venus 
(Kalatra karaka) is aspected by Saturn in its 3rd aspect (Vedic aspect) and is also Saturn’s 7th 
aspect over Moon. So the Punarphoo Dosha is very strong.  

In this chart under discussion the 7th cusp sub lord is Jupiter with positional strength i.e. there 
is no planet in the star of Jupiter hence Jupiter is a strong significator of 7th cusp. Jupiter is in 
the star of Mars and sub of self (Jupiter). Jupiter signifies 7 & 11, so marriage is promised to 
the native but after long delay because of Saturn and Jupiter both are in close conjunction. 
Planets connected with Saturn will tend to delay matters, as he is karaka for delay and 
obstruction. See how the Saturn causing Punarphoo Dosha is in sextile (Western) aspect 
(Good aspect) of 11th house (house of fructification). Hence the Saturn-Moon combination 
of Punarphoo Dosha is the main cause for the abnormal delay for the marriage of the native. 

The 3rd house indicates the engagements, Betrothal and mutual meetings talks etc. The 3rd 
cusp sub lord is Sun. Sun signifies 3, 7, 8, 10 & 11, those are the favourable houses for 
engagements, Betrothal and mutual meetings talks etc. But Saturn conjoined and very close 
to Sun in 8th house is no good and all the engagement and mutual meetings talks not 
favouring to the native and the marriage fails at the engagement level. This is because of the 
Punarphoo Dosha only. 

At present the Ketu dasa and Mercury bhukti are operating. But both the dasa and bhukti lord 
are not favouring for marriage of the native. So the marriage of the native may be in Venus 
dasa. So there is an abnormal delay in getting the marriage finalised only due to the presence 
of strong Punarphoo Dosha. 

2) This is another Horoscope of a male native. The native of this horoscope got married 
at an early age of 20 years and his birth details are given below: 

Name   : Mr. Damodar Goyal  

Date of Birth  : 17.05.1951 

Time of Birth  : 09:30 Hrs. (IST) 
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Place of Birth  : Jaipur (Lat/ Long: 26N55, 75E49) 

Now let us see the chart no. 2. In this chart under discussion the 7th cusp sub lord is Sun. Sun 
is in self (Sun) star in 11 and in Jupiter sub, Jupiter is the lord of 7th and there is no planet in 
7th house, Jupiter also aspect in 2nd house by its 5th  (Vedic aspect) aspect . Thus 7th CSL 
Sun signifies 11 and connected to 2 & 7th houses. So marriage is promised to the native. 

Now I am discussing how the Punarphoo Dosha is cancelled in this horoscope. I have solved 
the said horoscope in the guidelines of Cuspal Method theory advocated by Pt. K.R. Kar and 
tested his theory of Cancellation of ill effect of Punarphoo Dosha. Here Saturn is in close 
(Platic) conjunction with Moon in the 3rd house, both the planets are deposited in the 
constellation of Sun. Saturn’s longitude is 020-34’-24” and Moon’s longitude is 070-25’-41”, 
this conjunction is adverse in nature and so the Punarphoo Dosha is nullified. The native of 
this horoscope therefore got married at an early age of 20 years.  

So before one ventures to offer any predictions on marriages etc., one has to carefully scan 
the horoscope for the existence or otherwise of the Punarphoo Dosha and then only finalise 
the prediction. Sometimes this Dosha may not be apparently seen, that is to say Saturn may 
not be in Moon star or Moon sub or Saturn sub or Moon may not be in Saturn star Saturn sub 
or Moon sub. In that case that the sub-sub position of both Saturn and Moon has to be worked 
out. If either of the two is in the sub-sub of the other then the Punarphoo Dosha will be 
present.   

Again when the Punarphoo Dosha is present, the event will not be materialised till such time 
when Saturn’s Bhukti or Anthara period is over. The event will only be materialised in the 
succeeding planets period provided that the planet is the significator for that event.  

It has been observed that the Punarphoo Dosha is not always being the reason for the delay in 
marriage negotiations but instead sometimes it helps in the settlement of an early marriage. 
Here I would like to advise all my astrological friends and readers that they may try and 
testify the above rules which has been discussed by me in my article about the “Punarphoo 
Dosha”. 

 
LONG LIVE KRISHNAMURTI PADHDHATI 

GOOD LUCK..... 
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